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Considering the current poor status of remedial edacation

in the comaunity c:Aleges, it is unlikely that any remoaial

program will be accept:.ed, and supported accordingly, by the

other segments of the college until they have demonstrated

that the probability of SUCCUZS for marginal students is

greatly increased via their program. Many of the proponents

of remedial oducaticn, however, would rationally argue that

these programs serve a multiplic:ity of functions and there-

fore should not be judled solely on student success. Hut the

fact remains that this is the measure most often used in

determining the credibility of remedial programs1; consequently,

the primary purpose of this practicuni will be to determine if

the remedial education program on the North Campus of the

Florida Junior College at Jacksonville is fulfilling this

role.

Accordingly, in this study the academic achievements of

the students enrolled in the North Campus' Developmental

Studies Program will be compared with a similar group of

students enrolled in regular college clas:ws. The relevant

group parameters will be compared at th.1 end or each term,

starting with Term 1, 1973, and extending through Term IV,

Examolls can be cited iM studios by SnyJor and BL-w%
(1970), and Kirk (1972).

1
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1975; however, due to the constraints of time, only Ter.as I

and 1.1 of the 1973/74 academic year wilt be reported in this

study. In addition, the similar achievements of the follow-

ing groups of students in different learning paradigms with-

in the confines of developmental education will be compared:

1. Full -time students (12 or more hours) enrolled
in all developmental classes with full-time
students enrolled in only two developmental
classes--reading and English,

2. Students enrolled in all developmental classes
Term 1 and regular classes Term II with stu-
dents enrolled in all developmental classes
Term I and one or two developmental classes
Term II.

Hopefully, the discrepancies between the aforementioned

groups will be of such magnitude a.; to enable one to validate

the following hypotheses upon which the North Campus Devel-

opmental rducation Program has boon predicated:

1. Remedial students entering the Developmental
Education Progrlm will pass more courses and
make hotter urades than those in traditional
classes not only for the term they are enrolled
ire the prograin, but for subsequent terms as
well.

2. R.zmedial students enrolled in developmental
classes are more inclined to complete the
term and return the subsequent semester
than are those enrolled in reqular classes.

3. Remedial students c,ntering the complete pro-
gram (four courses) will pass more courses,
make better grades and lava a hiqher per-
sistence rate than those who partially en-
roll in developmental classts.

:Itemediill students Lire dvfi,!od as pvismis rvadinl bc!low
the 101h 1racb, tho
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4. Remedial studonts who are gradually phased
out of the dvvvlopmental prognimil will pass
more courses, make Letter grades and be more
persistent than those who fixit the program
at the end of the first term.

BACKGROUND AND SIGNIFICANCE

Although the major purpose of this study is to evaluate

the Developmental Education Program of the North Campus of

Florida Junior College, this is of little value unless one

has an understanding of the program. As Florida Junior Col-

lege is only eight years old, the proper prospectus of the

North Campus' Developmental Program can probably best be

presented by retracing the chronological evolution of reme

dial education at the college.

The need for remedial education was quickly realized

at .the college, and Guided Studies Courses were introduced

during the second year of its operation (1966-67). Initially,

non-credit courses were offered in English and mathematics

for students scoring below the fifteen percentile in the

English or mathematics segmclit of the Florida Twelfth Grade

Placement Test (F.T.G.P.T.) In addition, there was a Guided

Studies Institute on the Culitherland Campus, then the main

campus, which offered these and similar courses in reading

and tipeech for the students whose cuainistive F.T.G.P.T. score

was below 1.254. Although the institute did tmbracc: som, of

Thrt.re students takt'_ clo or two dt-vel:Tmoni-J1 clas!t-A
the :-,oci,n0 .11( with ropthir e!asse:..

4125 the? flituen p-rceentile
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the concepts of a viable program (counseling, tutoring, etc.),

little had actually been developed by August of 1970 when

the first permanent campus was opened--the North Campus.

At that time, the institute (along with many other programs)

was moved to this site; however, many members of its staff

were not. As a result of this, during the first year on

the North Campus, the institute could be described as three

or four instructors teaching remedial students, each some-

what independently of the other. Their approaches were

primarily traditional, some had previously only taught reg-

ular college classes and all were dissatisfied w;th the

status of the institute.

The pervasive connotation of remedial education at

the college was that it was a necessary evil. Everyone

agreed there had to be a token effort and someone had to

do it; otherwise where could the college parallel teachers

send the students who "weren't college material." in short,

most of what Roueche (1968) had found true of remedial

education in general could be said about thv guided studies

programs at Florida Junior College prior to 1971. As would

be expected, the students had a very negative imprt-ssion of

guided studies classes. This view was shared by the coun-

selors and the othvr members of the instructional staff

including most members of the Guided Studitts Department.

This gtaneral feel my discontt.nt for the program was ro-

fleotod in 04! following :;LateNvnt 1,7 .;t1;k:..in (:v73;,

having c-xaploted a Lstady cf Guidod Progra iron)
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the fall of 1967 to tho winter term of 1970:

It is apparent that the Guided Studies
effort at the college during the past three
years cannot be ch,zracterised as one of Florida
Junior College's success stories. From this
Fast performance record, those persons in-
volved with the Guided Studies Program on the
North Campus and with Guided Studies courses
on the San Diego and Cumbc land Campuses should
sense that a change of di tion and method is
needed.

Why, then, was there a change in attitude about the

necessity for a viable remedial education program during

the first year on the North Campus? First of all, the

campus is located in the northern section of Jacksonville,

which is inhabited primarily by minorities and/or families

in the lower socio-economic structure, and its students

come primarily from these familiess. Consequently, during

the first year the teachers of college credit classes found

that in many of their classes over half of the, students

needed remedial help. This was quite a contrast to their

previous classes on the other campuses, where a typical

class would contain only three or four students of this

caliber. The critical mass was reached and the problem was

suddenly very real. No longer would a token effort be

sufficient. Something had to be done and a realistic effort

had to he made, for as Estw; (1973) has said, "If we're

gonna lot 'em in, we'd better 14n-ve 'em."

'(:(.isby (1973) rvported that about 4C%. of the North
Campus students crm: from fhmilios whcal-te annual i ncc) meh ore
ltiss then $",U00. He also ustiwatc.d that 4 out ot 1U
studonts uhrollinq In coursos for thu first ti:Lo
are black.
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thertl were nough 1/4-.)::ct,rn(d int.ructur:i

and admintstrdtors on the ca :-..pus who not only agreod with

letting thkva in, but also wt.,ro wining tO devote their t

efforts, and talcnts to serve them. These dedicated prr,-

fessionals--most of whom were teaching roqular college

classes and all of whom, in the opinion of this writer,

are excellent instructorshae spent the last three years

towards this end. Additional staff members have been hired

to assist in this difficult task as the proqram has grown.

initially, this new core of remedial instructors was

faced with wany unanswered questions: What are the neces-

sary ingredients of a viable remedial program? What learning

strategies are most appropriatc? Are there any proven models

to copy? And although not many "do's" were known about

remedial protjram, a great:. many "don'ts" wero readily

able as a result of the previous three years of floundering.

Thcrefore, much of the early developments were prima.zily

reactions to the "don'ts."

First and foremost among thet'.e was the tealization

that Lilo connot :at io. of r(2medial education on the North

Campus hcid to be vhan9ed. The studolts had never been con-

vilcvd that non-credit classes would do them any good, and

the eounselor; eompow.dod z1:oblem as they had 1.Jeco

relact:Int to advise stuJ.ents to take ti: :.t purses, which,

at IA :it, were of little! prov valu-. rt !;wr.V.tt'ci ur.1!1..(.1y

t. s,: ,he remedi..11

unless they t.Irr ec) I 1 ook t.;
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of credit elaoses be mastered by students in need of reMedi-

ation? Time seemed to be the key factor, for from a prac-

tical point of view, remedial students could not be expected

to achieve the course objectives in the normal three contact

hours per week. Caroll (1963) emphasizes the significance

of time by contending that the degree of learning, other

things being equal, is a simple function of the amount of

time during which the student engages actively in learning:

and Bloom (1968) adds additional credence to the importance

of time by avowing that given sufficient time, ninety-five

percent of the students can achieve mastery. It was con-

jectured, therefore, by the remedial staff that by increasing

the classes to five contact hours per week (a sixty-six

percent increase) and embracing an open-ended semester,

remedial students could reasonably be o4poeted to master

the objectives in credit courses. The staff further hyl;oth-

esized that with this extra time teaching peradigms could be

utilized to first remedy the students' dofivicilcies before

attempting to master the course objectives. Such a premise

would seem to be harmonious to the Herbartian's Theory of an

apperceptive mass as it is related to teachinq by Biege (1971),

when he says, "teachers must start with the eNperiences that

students already have and enlarge' and nrich them." Fly:

(1973) likwitx, rupports this by reetimmendino .dult tt,achels

should pr-:!,Int. nvw conf:LI:ts only after th prvecqkti3itc cim-

cepts Lven :tt.niturcd. Paronthotiv.dly, thvro

approhcmsion concrninq the lituthont:0 ..iitaacti of the iVo

1)
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contact hours in lieu of three contact hours, but fortu

nately, this has not proved to be a major problem.

Changing the non-credit classes to credit classes was

necessary to change the image of the program; but as Roueche

and Herrcher (1970) have pointed out, the individual in-

structor remains the key to implementing any effective

instructional program. Unfortunately, few of the instructors

in the program were formally trained to work with remedial

students, and most of their previous teaching experience had

been in regular classes. None of the instructors, however,

were drafted into the program; most importantly, they had

come because they cared about human beings. These neo-

remedial instructors wore well aware of their deficiencies

and they have spent much time during the last three years

trying to ameliorate them by various means, such as visiting

remedial programs at other institutions, attending relevant

workshops and conferences, researching the literature, and

experimenting within their own classes. As a result, their

increased awareness has been accompanied by change and what

has evolved is a remedial program, now called the Developmental

Education PI:ogram, which is continually changing. There are,

however, several principles which have become rather basic

to the program and in essence form the found4tion of the

Developn,,,ntal Education Program r the Worth Campus.

Thest, roajor tcnuts are:

1. 1:.;.:Lrlit-Lon.11 str,a(li.!s wust !or thu
ilidividual aiffur(!ncus of students.
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2. As punishment is of little va/ue in learning,

instruction must be based primarily on posi-
tive reinforcement and student success.

3. The student's self-concept is an integral
factor in learning.

4. Objective evaluations--summative and form-
ativeare essential in decision making.

Most of the specifics of the current program are sup-

portive of one or more of these principles. The instruction

strategies, for example, are flexible to allow for student

differences. Variable learning modes are employed, such as

audio-tutorial, small group discussions, lecture, tutorial,

video-tutorial, and other quasi forms of individualized

instruction. Small classes6 are complimented by student

tutors and technologies to free the instructor to work with

individuals. The courses are open-ended, and although stu-

dents are encouraged to meet certain deadlines, they are

allowed to work as long as necessary to master the course

objectives7. Carroll's (1963) learning model with its five

variables of learning, all a function of time, is congruous

to this flexible learning paradigm; and so is Cohen's (1969)

learning paradigm in his college of the future, as he allows

for individual differences by having six different types of

instructional means for each course. Monroe (1972) adds

additional support to the grading scheme when, after reviewing
1.411111.

'The maximum iu 20 except in social studies where it
is 40.

/Studontri who do not finish at the ..Jul of a term receive
either an NP (non-punitivn) or )1? (Incomplete), depending
upon how much they have accomplished, aLd continue on in the
subsequent term.

4
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several programs of the disadvantaged, he concludes that

liberal grading practices coupled with increased time allowed

to complete the course are promising innovations.

The second tenet of the program is compatible with the

first, in that individualized instruction allows one to op-

timize positive reinforcement. Student success is guaranteed

in the developmental classes by establishing obtainable ob-

jectives, which in turn minimize failure and/or punishment.

A non-punitive grading system is also embracede which removes

the threat of failure and facilitates the concept of open-

endness. Much of this aspect of the progrwa has foundations

in the formal theories of learning. For example, none of the

early disciples of behaviorism (Thornlike, Pavlov, Guthrie

or Hullete) reviewed by Hilgard (1966) denied that the re-

inforcement of an act was beneficial to learning, although

some did feel it was not necessary. The Skinnerian's or

neo-beheviorists, as Bigge (1971) is prone to call them,

agree that the reinforcement of an act increases its probable

reoccurrence.

In general, reinforcement is essential to the neo-

behaviorist theories of learning; but according to Flyn (1973),

there is some disagreement as to the applicability of neg-

ative reinforre:.ment or punishment_ to teaching. Many feel

that the emotion41 di:A:urbane:es accompanying punishment

negate its contributions, and therefore they advocate a

`'Students make either A, 13, C, IF, or NP (non -punitive).

13
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system based on positive reinforcement only. Concomitant

with reinforcement is success; that is, a student should,

upon experiencing academic success, be rewarded. Roueche

and Herrscher (1970) have said, "Positive reinforcement and

successful learning experiences are strong determinants of

student learning." The importance of success is also im-

;lied by the cognitive-field psychologist (Bigge, 1971) since

they feel that a student's goals must be obtainable and with-

in his cognitive-field. Success, is what it's all about, for

as Pressey (1959) has said, "Learning feeds on success."

Most of the recognized viable remedial programs contain

some vehicle which deals with the student's self- concept,

the third tenet. The remedial programs at the South Campus

of Miami-Dade Community College in Miami, Florida and El

Centro Community College in Dallas, Texas are two such pro-

grams. This is not unique to two year colleges, for its

;.mportance is also recognized in four year colleges by

William (1972), who reports, "... that the counseling com-

ponent of the Thirteen College Curriculum Program is a sig-

nificant part of the program and an important factor in

student's ability to realize success." Finally, if student

personnel services have risen to their present prominence

in the community colleges because students in general need

their services, then there can be little doubt as to the

similar needs of remedial students.

Successful learning experiences are also important in

developing the student's self-concept and each of the
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developmental classes aid in improving the student's sclf-

concept by maximizing these experiences. One developmental

course, however, has this as its primary function, and many

of its class periods are devoted to group counseling sessions

where negative concepts, such as failure, alienation, and

inferiority are combated. Much of what must be negated in

this phase of the remedial program has been identified in

studies dealing with the culturally disadvantaged. For

example, Deutsch (1963) found the school environment to be

foreign to these students; Knoell (1968) says they have a

tendency to invoke failure by procrastinating; Clarke and

Ammons (1970) stress that the feelings of inferiority con-

tribute greatly to their failure; Wepman and Klassen (1967)

report many are passive and in need of directive compulsory

counseling; and Reissman (1968) says they do not like

schools. Special assignments, both group and individual,

are made to enable the students to investigate many of

these concepts and additional gains often occur through the

group interaction accompanying these assignments. As an

example, students explore their school and through this

social microcosm, society in general. In short, this class

aims to convince students that they are important, that

they can learn, and that this is the place where it will

happen.

Objective evaluations--the fourth tenet--could be called

tha doctrine of valiiity for the developmental program. The

necessity of such a principle is reflected in the following
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stattimunts by Roucche (1968) :

There is a paucity of research on the ef-
ficacy of remedial programs in the junior col-
leges. . . .Available research will not support
the contention that junior colleges offer pro-
grams that, in fact, remedy student deficiencies.

Evaluations are certainly important to the North Campus pro-

gram. Formative evaluations are constantly used to provide

feedback on student performance, as well as the feasibility

of the different instructional modes. As teaching and learn-

ing are interdependent, they must be evaluated simultaneously.

This is possible since each developmental course has a

specified set of student performance objectives, any of which

can be related to different instructional means. A similar

component is found in the following description of Cohen's

(1969) instructional process in his college of the future:

At the core of the college's processes will
be the deliberate practice of instruction. It
will be built on a definite teaching-learning
paradigm and employ a built-in system of eval-
uation. Student's learning--predictable, mea-
surable, definable--will be the college's raison
d'etre.

Although these formative evaluations do much to affect

learning, they are insufficient to establish the degree of

validity necessary for a program which is highly suspect,

such as the developmental program. Nothing short of a rig-.

orous objective evaluation (summative) of academic achieve-

ment will convince the doubting Thomases. To this end, each

developmental class has a minimum set of performance objec-

tives, identical to or ..::~;arable with those in regular

classes, wnicn must be mastered before a student receives a
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gassing grade of C. For example, a student must read at the

10.5 grade level on the Nelson-Denny Reading Test before re-

ceiving a passing grade in Developmental Reading (ENG 161)9.

The final phase, and the one to which this practicum

is directed, is the periodic evaluation of the total devel-

opmental education program. This must be an objective

analysis, the results of which are expressed with complete

candor, for the validity of the current hypotheses must be

determined before any new hypotheses can be assumed and

subsequent actions taken". This is to say that the devel-

opmental program must continuously engage in trial and error

research if it ever hopes to solve the dilemmas of remedial

education, for as Clark (1974) has pointed out, the people

currently working in remedial programs in the community

colleges know more about remedial education than anyone

else.

PROCEDURE

In fulfilling the primary purpose of this practicum,

the validity of the following hypotheses must be determined:

1. Remedial students entering the Developmental
Education Program will pass more courses and
make better grades than those in traditional

9The students reading below the tenth grade level are
advised.to enroll in the developmental program, and though
there are other variables to consider, the student's in-
ability to read, as Kandell (1965) has painted out, is thought
to be the most significant.

108)ocker and Bacon (1973) have said that community
colleges must :lot hesitate to critically evaluate and assess
their own performance.
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classes not only for the term they are enrolled
in the program, but for subsequent terms as
well.

2. Remedial students enrolled in developmental
classes are more inclined to complete the
term and return the subsequent semester
than are those enrolled in regular classes.

3. Remedial students entering the complete pro-
gram (four courses) will pass more courses,
make better grades and have a higher per-
sistence rate than those who partially en-
roll in developmental classes.

4. Remedial students who are gradually phased
out of the developmental program will pass
more courses, make better grades and be more
persistent than those who exit the program
at the end of the first term.

To test the first hypothesis, the group parameters"

of students enrolled in the developmental program (Group D)

were compared to the parameters of a similar group of stu-

dents enrolled in regular college classes (Group R). Each

of the students selected in Group D was enrolled in all

developmental education classes on the North Campus (12 hours),

reading below the tenth grade level, and enterim; Florida

Junior College for the first time. These were requisite

characteristics for Group D as they identify the students

for whom the developmental program is specifically designed,

and although many other students not having all of these

characteristics are enrolled in some of the developmental

classes, they were not included in Group D. Some of these,

"These include grade point averages, average number of
hours completed with D or better grades, and average number
of hours withdrawn.

13
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however, are considered later in this study. To insure that

Group R and Group D were comparable, save for the one variable,

only the students were chosen for Group R why also were en-

rolled in a minimum of 12 semester hours, all on the North

Campus; reading below the tenth grade level; and entering

Florida Junior College for the first time. It is also im-

portant to note that the groups contained approximately the

same percentages of students at the various reading levels--

below 7th grade, from 7th to 8th, from 8th to 9th, and from

9th to 10th. Members of both groups were selected from a

list of over 350 students who had reored below the tenth

grade level on the Nelson -Denny Reading Test, which had

been given during orientation or during the first week of

classes for the fall term of 1973. An alpha listing was

then used to identify those from this list of 350 who had

the other relevant requirements, and in essence, the groups

were selected by the process of elimination. Since the

randomness of this process is questionable (Ilardyck, 1969),

a t-test will not be used to determine if the grade point

averages and the average number of credit hours completed

by each of the groups differ significantly. Hopefully, the

differences between the respective means will be of such

magnitude as to leave little doubt of significance. These

group parameters wore obtained at the end of each semester

from the student data bank via a computer program which was

written for this practicum.

3
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L

The aforementioned groups (Groups D and It) wore

used to test the second hypothesis and the average rate of

retention was computed from two consecutive runs of the

program which furnished the group parameters. Again, a

t-test is not used because of the questionable randomness

mentioned previously.

In the third hypothesis, the students in the complete

program are defined as Group D and those who are partially

enrolled (Group P) are defined as those enrolled in only

two developmental classes, reading and English. The latter

definition is chosen because it is believed that these are

very necessary courses in the program and, in essence,

may be sufficient. That is, the enrollment of a student

in the two additional developmental courses may not greatly

enhance his chances of success. Unfortunately, very few

students could be identified in this category who also had

all the requisite characteristics of the students in Group

D. As a result, Group P is a small sample and it does con-

tain some students who were not full-time (less than 12 hours);

however, they all were first semester students who were

reading below the tenth grace level. The same rationale

and procedures that were described earlier wore also used to

determine the parameters of these groups.

For the fourth hypothesis, it was necessary co split

Group D into two mutually exclusive groups, A and Es, where

A contaJns the students who enrolled in one or two additional
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developmental classes'- during the winter term and B, those

that did not enroll in thc3e classes. Group A was so chosen

because the developmental staff has conjectured that these

students will maintain the much needed feeling of security

in these classes, and they can also receive assistance in

facing up to the many frustrations which they experience

in adjusting to regular classes. Although A and B are

samples from the same population (Group D), they were not

chosen at random and hence, tests of significance are in-

appropriate. Therefore, the same relative procedures and

evaluation employed previously was also used in handling

the parameters relevant to these two groups.

RESULTS

An analysis of the data for the eirst two terms pre-

sented here generally Implies that the developmental program

on the North Campus is realistically opening the doors of

the college to the remedial students. Admittedly, this is

a precarious premise dependent upon the completion of this

study13. Accordingly, the following results are supportive,

although not conclusive.

Tables I and II reflect the fall term achievements of

the remedial students enrolled in the developmental studies

12Most of the students enrolled in a second course deal-
ing with the svlf-concept arpoct of the program (SS.; 102) but
a few also enrolled in another communications course (LNG 102).

13This study will be continued for at least two years.
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proqram (Group D) and regular classes (Group R). The data

from these tables reveals that by comparison the develcp-

mentaL gmap has beos far more successful during this term.

Nearly four times as many students in Group D passed14

all of their courses as did Group R; and on the average,

developmental students managed to complete 2.3 hours15,

(which is almost one course) more than the students in the

other group. Not only did they complete more courses, but

they also made better grades. In fact, the grade point

average (GPA) of the typical developmental student was more

than one letter gradelc better than his counterpart enrolled

in regular classes. He also passed two-thirds of his courses,

while the regular student passed less than one-half. Con-

comitantly, the regular students averaged withdrawing from

25% of their classes during the term as compared to 4% for

developmental students.

The discrepancies between the respective parameters of

Groups D and R are large enough to leave little doubt of

the validity of the first two hypotheses with respect to the

fall term: Remedial students enrolled in the developmental

studies program for the fall term did pass more courses,

make better grades, and complete more courses than those

enrolled in regular classes.

"With D or betttar. grades.
"ibid.
1 From 2.30 to 1.20.
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Croup 1) - Fall Terms 1973/74 BEST COPY AVAILABLE

noun; Hours Hours Term
stud. nt 1:urnl1,e11111.............roaFAINIM. Withdrew Pauned CPA

1 32 12 2.75
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3.--- ---3-j---------t,----270rr-----
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12
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11
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46
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12 =yr-
271r

-12 27/6
9

J7V6'

----3
AVERCI:S 12.0 .5 7.9 2.30

*11114.,u two ..tudentn wry taki:t an aritional rqlr Ch:...
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Group R - Fall Term, 1973/74

Hours
Student Enrolled

1 12

Hours Hou-s
Withdrew Passed

3

Term
GPA

00

_...5 XL_ ._-0.....2A40.----C------U-..------.--....UL
7 12 _ 6 3 1.90

_...§____._12 - ..L.--....-..........-...........-. M...

--.L.-..--.L2-......./...-......a.---tii
__10 __ _ _ __ 9 3 141.

12 tQ0

_3 li . RI..-..A

.141-----J2 ....------1---h--.....-
. 5 .-----.----11--.--.280.Li............ 0 41.-I8 -----J1-----------------.4JUL-,..,.1P L ..w.......................ja...
I-U--.-...1L--,,--..,..

22 9 1.25

27 5 6 1012
28
29 16

AVERAGES 13.0 3.3 5.6 1.20
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The reJuLts of h winter term for Croup: D and R appear

in Tqblea III and IV; and although attrition has reduced the

size et both groups, the data clearly implies that the re-

mining dcvelopmcmtal student:: have also been more successful

during this term.

Again, a greater portion of 'the studcnts in Group D

(395) passed all of their courses than did those in Group R

(271); and on the average, each developmental student com-

pleted 2.1 hours more than the regular students. The students

in Group D passed nearly three-fourths of their courses.

while those in Group R passed slightly more than half;

accordingly, the regular student's withdrawal rate was three

times greater than that of the developmental students. Also,

the developmental students made better grades than regular

students, although the differences in the GPA's was not az

great as in the fall term". This is to be expected, how-

ever, bince the attrition rate in Group R is nearly twice

that of Group D10; consequentlye a greater proportion of

the less successful students19 dropped out of Group R than

Group D.

Based upon these results for the fall and winter terms,

one would have to tentatively concludu that the first two

hypotheses are valid, and therefore, remedial students do
ORNWIMIYMMIPMM.M.1eammer.

17The difference between the CPA's was 1.1 fur the fall
term and 0.66 for the winter term.

"Twenty four percent of the students in Group R did not
return for the winter term compared to I3 in Group D.

"The average GM of the students who did not return for
the fall term was 0.9.
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hay.: a much bettor chance of succo ding on the North Campus

by enrolling in the dovelopmental program.
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TAI LE 111

Croup D - Winter Term,

2i

1973/74

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
TermHours Hour.t; Hours

Stuz!nt Enro:14 Withdrew Paused GPA

1 12

=m11M.MOMINnimemame

12 2.75

MMMOO.b.

DID t.:T ATTI:ND
9

MOB&

NOT ATTEND
12

0WWI= amo

--12

5
1 .

i.66--
rg--

10 2761--=1110.Mwer.r.

.
---12 3. ob--

0

11)..+
20 DID NOT ATTEND

2.
9

7 7%;.1.2201Male

11

2!)
_26 13

9 ' 1.50

29 12 9 3.33

12
--TY; DID NuT AT:'ENO

OM.

.12

-11*

3

15
4.00
2.0--

. -5--

38 d !I 3 9 3M
S4--- A 5 Tg 1721)--

70 ------13 2.23
41 11 13 1.07--

11 271.4-12
14

15 3 9

46 12 12
6

4-8 T2 J. 6

Weddle IL

2.60

3.0r
2.50

270--
49 12 12 2.75

50 1 4 3 11-- 3.66--
4 . 0

r 14

53 DID petALiA.D

AVERAGES 12.7 .6 9.0 2.20
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Group R - Winter Term, 1973/74

Hours Hours
Student Enrolled Withdrew

I DID NOT ATTEND

Hours Term
Passed GPA

I 227.315-
f2

7E7017-"
3

7 DID NOT AYTEND

12

-1"r"--151r NOT ATTENT
-011111.141..1.,

00

I

--II- DID NOT
5 13 3.08

-rw---- DIE OT ATTEND
DID NOT ATTZND

914
26 DID NOT
27
28 12

3 .33

3 6 2.30

ATTEND =5T-
12 .00

.6r--"1111141111.1.11s

AVERAGES 12.5 2.0 6.9 1.54
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Tables V and VI contain the data for the students in

Group P for the fall and winter terms. Since there are few

students in Group P and suae are not full-time, no conjecture

will be made on the third hypothesis, although some com-

parisons between Groups P and D will be Noted.

The average remedial student who enrolled in the com-

plete developmental program" did withdraw from fewer classes,

have a higher GPA, and pass more courses than the remedial

student who enrolled in only the two remedial courses21,

English and reading. The discrepancies between the groups,

however, are not great and could easily be accounted for by

variations within the groups. Likewise, the persistence

rate for Group D is only slightly higher22 than that of

Group P. It is important to note that even though the

students in Group P did not perform quite as well as Group D,

they did do much better than the students in regular classes,

Group R.

23Group D - Tables I and II.
21Group P Tables V and VI.
22The persistence rate was 85% for Group P and 87% for

Group D.



Student

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

a

9

10

11

12

13

A"ERAGES

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

TAUid V

Group P

Hours
Enrollod

Fall Term,

Hours
Withdrew

1973/74

Hours
PAssed

Term
CPA

6 6 3.50

12 .00

15 15 3.00

6 .00

12 9 3.00

12 12 2.75

12 4 .83

9 9 3.00

13 10 2.80

9 9 2.67

12 12 3.50

12 3 3 3.00

12 3 .00

10.9 .6 6.8 2.15
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TABLE VI

Group P Winter Tom, 1973/74

Student
Hours

Enrolled
Hours

Withdrew
Hours
Passed

Term
GPA

1 6 6 4.00

2 DID NOT ATTEND

3 17 8 1.57

4 9 3 2.00

5 13 9 3.33

6 13 13 1.69

12 9 .00

8 9 6 2.00

9 13 13 2.46

10

=111111111.rm.
DID NOT ATTEND

11
.1111.

13
0.! ..1100111111 11/1111111110.

10 1.60

12 12 3 2.00

13 13 9 1.67

AVERAGES 11.8 .8 7.2 2.02
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To test the fourth and final hypothesis, the winter

term results for Groups A and B, displayed in Tables VII and

VIII, must be analyzed. The initial results seemingly sup-

port the hypothesis, although there are some extenuating

circumstances which must be considered.

Although the withdrawal rate for both groups was around

61 during the term, the students who are gradually being

phased out of the program, Group A, did pass more courses"

and make better grades in the winter term than did the stu-

dents who exited the program at the end of the fall term

(Group B). However, the students in Group A had also passed

more courses and made better grades than those in Group B2

during the fall term when both groups were enrolled in all

developmental classes (Group D). It is possible, therefore,

that the discrepancies between the groups could be inherent

in the groups. The persistence rate for the; groups is mean-

ingless for the winter term since the students had to be

enrolled to be a member of Group A; it will be a significant

factor in the subsequent terms.

The data does support the validity of the fourth hypo-

thesis, but unfortunately the results can also be accounted

for by means other than those for which the hypothesis was

formulated.

"The students in Group A passed 3/4 of their courses
while the students in Group B passed 2/3 of theirs.

24The following are the fall term means for Groups A
and B: Group A - GPA, 2.42; hours passed, 9.4; hours with-
drawn, 0.7. Group B GPA, 2.26; hours passed, 8.8; hours
withdrawn, 0.2. This information was conput'.:d from Table I.
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TA BLE VII

GrouR A - 4104 t er Term, 1973/74

Hours flours flours Term
Student Enrolled Withdrew Passed GPA

1 15 12 1.80
3 2.00

3 1.3
12 2.40

5 11 re' 2.00

5 2.33
10 12

3 7 3.29
12 1 rI

11 3.00

-"TT 9

--T718
19
20

--7T--
22
23
24
25
26
27
28

3.50

4 an
117- 15 2.60
12 12 2.2511;---T----9 --77ST--

--1-1' 2727----------T3
12 12 2.25
14 10. 2.60
11 9 1.50
12 12 2.50
12 f. 2.00

29 12

AVERAGES 12.6 .7 9.4

30
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TetLE VITT

Group B - Terri'. 1973/74

Hours Hours
Studc:nt Lnrollod Withdrewr.0.0m-ma... .ra... .

Hours
Passed

Term
GPA

1 12 12 2.75

2 8 5 1.60

3 12
=1y......elY.

12 3.50

4 12 2 2.00

5 15 .00

6 14 .00

7 14 12 2.14

8 13 13 2.23

9 12 12 2.25

13 12 12 1.50

11 12
...or

12 2.50

12 15 13 2.20

13 13 13 1.92

14 15 9 3.00

1 - )- 12
-.-

3 6 2.50

16 14 .00

17
.2.

14 3 1.20

AVERA5ES 12.9 .6 8.4 1.84
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Althouqh this study is incomplete, many insights have

been gained and a number ot areas in need of further inves-

tigation, identified. Accordingly, the following recom-

mendations seem to be in order:

1. This study should be continued for at least

two and possibly three more years.

2. The Developmental Education Program on the

North Campus should continue to function at

its present level until the second year of

the study has been completed.

3. The significant results of this study should

be shared with the North Campus teaching

faculty and counseling staff. This, in turn,

should enhance the image of developmental

education on the campus and elicit their

support.

4. The computer program providing the data for

this study should be revised so that it will

also give the number of quality points each

student earns. It is the opinion of the

writer that this statistic is the most sig-

nificant single measure of student success

since it reflects both the hours passed nd

the gradas earned.

g 3
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5. A similar study should be formulated and

instituted with the entering students for

the fall term of the 1974/75 academic year.

6. The success of the students in Groups D and

R should be compared with their reading levels

at the beginning and ending of the fall term,

1973/74. Such an investigation may identify

the optimum reading level to use in placing

or recommending students into developmental

classes. This could also reveal the minimum

reading level which a student would have to

obtain before passing developmental reading.

7. The findings of this study should be used as

rationale to support future budget requests

for the high cost developmental education

program.

6. Case studies should be done on both the most

and least successful students in Groups D and

R. In so doing, student characteristics may

be identified which attributed to their re-

spective accomplishments.

9. The reading levels of the student: in Groups

R and D should be reassessed at the end of

the second year of this study. This infor-

mation might prove that tho gains made in

readin.; in the developmental reading classes

33
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during the first year are not retained over

a period of time. Likewise, it could prove

that the reading levels have been retained

or even increased for those students who have

remained in school.
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